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Foundation of System of Musical 
Education in Kazakhstan: 

Historical Aspect

This article describes the history of formation and development of music 
education in Kazakhstan. Based on historical data, the author presented the 
main aspects of the development of music education, since music schools
third graders from the Conservatory named after Kurmangazy. Also, in the 
article are asked the questions of professional training in music schools. In 
particular, it is noted that the system of mass musical education, a significant 
place belongs to the children music schools, which are associated with addi
tional education. Citing the example that in Kazakhstan there are two types 
of music schools: children’s music schoolseven years (elementary music 
education) and average elevenyear special music school (the initial stage in 
the preparation of professional musicians and experts in music). It is argued 
that music education at music school focused on mastery of a specific set of 
knowledge, skills and abilities required for the performance of music or any 
other active musical activities, at the same time, it includes the development 
of playing a musical instrument, ear training through special exercises, the 
acquisition of some theoretical and historical knowledge about music and 
musical culture of different countries.

Key words: musical education, musical culture, music school, music 
career, musicmaking.

Мұқашева А. 

Қaзaқстaндa му зыкaлық  
бі лім бе ру дің не гіз де рі:  

тaри хи aспект

Мaқaлaдa Қaзaқстaндaғы му зыкaлық бі лім бе ру дің қaлыптaсуы 
мен дaму тaри хынaн үзін ді бе рі ле ді. Aвтор құжaттaрғa сүйене оты
рып же ті жыл дық му зыкaлық мек теп тер ден бaстaп Құрмaнғaзы 
aтындaғы кон сервaто рияғa де йін  бі лім бе ру жүйе сін тaлдaйды. Му
зыкaлық мек теп тер ге бі лік ті мaмaн дa йын дaу мә се ле сі де мaқaлaдa 
кең тaрaлғaн. Сондaйaқ, жaппaй му зыкaлық бі лім бе ру мен тәр бие 
жүйе сін де қо сымшa бі лім бе ру мен бaйлaныс ты aйрықшa орындa 
бaлaлaр му зыкaлық мек те бі aлaты ны aтaп көр се ті ле ді. Қaзaқстaндa 
му зыкaлық мек теп тер дің екі ти пі бaр екен ді гі мысaлғa кел ті рі ле ді: 
бaлaлaрғa aрнaлғaн му зыкaлық мек теп тер – же ті жaсaрлaр (бaстaпқы 
му зыкaлық бі лім) жә не он бір жыл дық ортa aрнaйы му зыкaлық мек
теп тер (му зыкa сaлaсындa кә сі би му зыкaнттaр мен мaмaндaрды 
дaярлaудaғы бaстaпқы ке зең). Му зыкaлық мек теп тер де гі му зыкaлық 
бі лім му зыкaны орындaу үшін қaжет нaқты бі лім, бі лік жә не дaғдылaр 
жиын ты ғын мең ге ру ге бaғыттaлaты ны, со ны мен қaтaр, ол өзі не му
зыкaлық aспaптaрдa ойнaуды иге ру ді, aрнaйы жaтты ғулaр жүйесі 
aрқы лы ес ту ді дaмы ту ды, түр лі ел дер де гі му зыкaлық мә де ниет пен 
му зыкa жaйлы кей бір теория лық жә не тaри хи бі лім дер ді мең ге ру ді 
кі рік ті ре ті ні нaқтылaнaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: му зыкaлық бі лім, му зыкaлық мә де ниет, му зыкaлық 
мек теп, му зыкaлық әре кет, му зыкa ойнaу.

Мукашева А. 

Ос но вы сис те мы  
му зыкaльно го обрaзовa ния 

в Кaзaхстaне: ис то ри чес кий 
aспект

В стaтье рaсс мот ренa ис то рия стaнов ле ния и рaзви тия му зыкaльно
го обрaзовa ния в Кaзaхстaне. Опирaясь нa aрхив ные дaнные, aвтор 
предстaвил ос нов ные мо мен ты рaзви тия му зыкaльно го обрaзовa ния, 
нaчинaя с му зыкaль ных школсе ми ле ток до кон сервaто рии име ни 
Курмaнгaзы. Тaкже в стaтье рaссмaтривaют ся воп ро сы под го тов ки 
про фес сионaль ных кaдров для му зыкaль ных школ. От мечaет ся, что 
в сис те ме мaссо во го му зыкaльно го обрaзовa ния и вос питa ния знaчи
тель ное мес то принaдле жит детс ким му зыкaль ным школaм, ко то рые 
связaны с до пол ни тель ным обрaзовa нием. При во дит ся в при мер, что 
в Кaзaхстaне су ще ст вует двa типa му зыкaль ных школ: детс кие му
зыкaльные шко лысе ми лет ки (нaчaльное му зыкaльное обрaзовa ние) 
и сред ние спе циaльные му зыкaльные одиннaдцaти лет ние шко лы 
(нaчaль ный этaп в под го тов ке про фес сионaль ных му зыкaнтов и спе
циaлис тов в облaсти му зы ки). Ут ве рждaет ся, что обрaзовa ние в му
зыкaль ной шко ле нaпрaвле но нa овлaде ние оп ре де лен ным нaбо ром 
знa ний, уме ний и нaвы ков, необ хо ди мых для ис пол не ния му зы ки или 
лю бой дру гой aктив ной му зыкaль ной дея тель ности. В то же вре мя, 
оно вк лючaет в се бя ос воение иг ры нa му зыкaль ном инс тру мен те, 
рaзви тие слухa че рез сис те му спе циaль ных упрaжне ний, приоб ре те
ние не ко то рых теоре ти чес ких и ис то ри чес ких знa ний о му зы ке и му
зыкaль ной куль ту ре рaзлич ных стрaн.

Клю че вые словa: му зыкaльное обрaзовa ние, му зыкaльнaя куль
турa, му зыкaльнaя школa, му зыкaльнaя дея тель ность, му зи ци ровa ние.
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Introduction

In the system of mass musical education, a significant place 
belongs to the children seven-year-olds- music-schools who belong 
to out-of-school institutions. Since the beginning of the formation 
of music upbringing and education of students in Kazakhstan great 
importance is paid to the organization and development of music 
schools, as they are the foundation of the system of music and 
aesthetic education.

In his article «On the problem of studying the auditory control 
in teaching music education» L.T. Kaliakbarova notes that «music 
education has become widespread in the world today ... in many 
highly developed countries it is recognized nation-wide affair, aimed 
at the formation of the creative potential of the society» [1, p.131].

In Kazakhstan, as you know, there are two types of music 
schools. They are children’s music seven-year school in which 
students received initial music education, and secondary special 
music eleven-year school, which is the initial step in the training of 
professional musicians and specialists in the field of music.

Music education at a music school is a complex of knowledge, 
skills and abilities required for the performance of music or for any 
other active musical activities. For independent Amateur musicians, 
participation in the Amateur is a sufficient amount of education that 
gives its initial level. Such education can be obtained in the course of 
specially organized training in children’s music seven-year schools.

Music education in music schools also includes mastering 
playing a musical instrument, hearing development through the 
system of special exercises, the acquisition of some theoretical and 
historical knowledge of the art of music and the music culture of 
different countries.

In all types of music schools music education is not universal 
and compulsory. It is designed for those students who have the 
necessary skills and are willing to make music.

In the children’s music schools, for example, students receive 
only elementary music educationHaving finished seven-years-
music-school, many graduates choose other professions, but among 
them there are those who continue their education at music colleges, 
and after that in high schools. In other words, there is no question 
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of compulsory music professionalization raised to 
the pupils of seven-year music school, as they are 
enrolled in different schools at the same time.

In the middle special school of music took 
musically gifted children, and they were from 
elementary and middle managers in the preparation 
of professional musicians. In them, students studied 
for 11 years, that is, the first 5-7 years they received 
initial musical education for 4 years already 
enrolled in the program of musical school. Career 
education in these schools was carried out in parallel 
with General secondary education. At the end of 
secondary special music schools, graduates received 
a certificate which gave them the right to work as a 
teachers in a particular specialty in children’s music 
schools-the seven-year-olds, orchestras, etc.

Methods and materials

As methods were used theoretical methods, 
such as historical analysis, analysis of art, musical 
and educational literature; examined normative-
legislative documents and archival materials. The 
analysis of publications on the topic of musical 
education.

A review of the literature

In the reference «About the republican secondary 
music schools,» it is said that «Republican secondary 
specialized music schools are professional schools 
for musically-gifted children and aim to train 
musicians for entering higher music educational 
institutions [2, p.5].

Every year the role of schools increased in the 
training of the music staff, which was not enough 
to solve the cultural requests in the country. In 
addition to the aesthetic education music school 
trained culture workers, not only for the city but also 
for the village. An important task for the country 
was to prepare the music staff of the indigenous 
nationality. Therefore, the opening of music schools 
in different localities progressed rapidly. The net of 
music schools expanded every year [3, r.26].

Music staff for music school is trained mainly 
by music colleges. In almost every regional center 
music schools were opened, which prepared not 
only future artists, but also the future teachers for 
music seven-year schools.

For the professional training of art workers – 
even in 1932 was opened the first in the country 
musical-drama school. The opening of the College 
was due to the desire of immediate satisfaction of 
the Republic at a special music footage [4, p.8].

In addition to general theoretical subjects in 
college following special classes were taught: 
Kazakh folk instruments, vocal, piano, orchestra 
(strings and wind instruments).

In the initial period of work music colleges 
met great difficulties. Educational and methodical 
work was not effective; there was a lack of training 
facilities, a capable organizer of the learning process, 
the musician, who knew the Kazakh language 
was needed. In this regard, the Government of the 
Republic withdrew Akhmet Zhubanov, a graduate 
student, from Leningrad Academy of Arts and 
appointed him a head of the teaching department of 
the college [4, p.8].

April 29, 1933 the Council of People’s 
Commissars of the Kazakh SSR adopted a resolution 
«On measures for the preparation of national 
musical-theater personnel.» The resolution defined 
the development of professional music and theater 
education in the country.

Results

The paper talked about many issues, but the 
main thing was the following:

1. About converting the existing Alma-ATA 
musical College at the Kazakh national musical 
theatre College with subsequent division into two 
independent schools: theatre and music.

In 1938, the music theater college was divided 
into two independent schools: music and theater.

High-qualified specialists began to work in the 
music college: P. Chugunov (future professor of the 
Moscow Conservatory), N. Preobrazhensky (the 
future professor of the Sverdlovsk Conservatory), 
People’s Artist of the Kazakh SSR V. Ivanov 
(Honoured Artist of the Kazakh SSR), A. Shkarovsky 
(future chief conductor of the Saratov opera-house), 
professor of the Minsk Conservatory G. Petrov, 
violinists E. Antopolsky, I. Lesman, vocalists 
A.  Leontieva (Honored Artist of the Kazakh SSR), 
A. Mizopov, A. Gutsalovskaya, director S. Korobov 
and others.

In subsequent years, gradually, music schools 
were opened in many cities of Kazakhstan, because 
the issue of the music staff at that time was very 
serious.

Music schools were opened in Kazakhstan in the 
period of the Great Patriotic War. For instance, Ural 
Music Kurmangazy College was organized in 1944. 
At that time, it employed three departments: piano, 
strings, folk instruments, and the number of students 
was limited. The graduates of the Ural music college 
worked as teachers, principals and head teachers 
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of music schools, heads of amateur groups, arts 
educators in institutions.

In Semipalatinsk music school was opened in 
1955, the school was named after the remarkable 
composer Mukan Tulebaev. It was a significant 
event in the cultural life of the city. From 1955 to 
1965 the college graduated 276 people on various 
specialties /5, r.18/.

Many graduates of Semipalatinsk music college 
taught singing and music in secondary schools, led 
by amateur performances, and some continued their 
music education in Alma-Ata, Novosibirsk and 
Gorky conservatories.

Petropavlovsk Music college was organized in 
1957 with departments: piano, wind instruments and 
Kazakh folk instruments, musical teacher and choir 
conductor.

The school involved students of different 
nationalities: Russian, Kazakhs, Ukrainians, Tatars, 
Germans, Uighurs.

The staff of the music college took an active part 
in the musical life of the city.

Guryev Music college was organized in October 
1958. To 1971/72 academic year, there were 
the following departments: piano, string, wind, 
percussion and folk instruments, choral conductor. 
There were two-year training courses for Kazakh 
youth on specialties: violin and piano. The college 
during the years of its existence had produced 300 
young musicians, among them 117 Kazakhs.

Teachers and students of Guryev Music College 
took an active part in the musical life of the city 
and the region. They delivered lectures-concerts. 
Performances of the orchestra of Kazakh folk 
instruments and choir enjoyed particular success. 
Many college graduates have completed higher 
education in the Alma-Ata Institute of Arts and 
engaged in teaching and performing activities.

Music colleges opened also in large industrial 
centers of the country. In 1963, the music schools 
have been opened in the city of Rudny, Kustanai 
region and in the city of Temirtau, Karaganda region.

The music college of the Rudny town had 
four departments: piano, conducting and choral, 
orchestral and folk instruments.

In the 1970-71 academic year the number of students 
at the music college was 170 people. Many college 
graduates have completed or continued education 
in music universities of Alma-Ata, Sverdlovsk, 
Novosibirsk, Frunze (Bishkek), Astrakhan.

The secondary music schools were opened 
in Karaganda (1952), Ust-Kamenogorsk (1955), 
Shymkent (1958), Pavlodar (1959), Aktyubinsk 
(1971). All secondary music schools had the same 

structure and the unified training program [5, p.19].
The preparation of professional music and music-
pedagogical staff was involved in the Alma-ATA 
state Conservatory named after Kurmangazy, which 
started work on 1 October 1944. This event contributed 
to the government’s decision, which was reflected in 
the Council of People’s Commissars decree: «The 
Council of People’s Commissars of the Kazakh 
SSR resolves: 1. To organize on October 1, 1944 
in the city of Alma-Ata State Conservatory on the 
basis of musical and choreography combine with the 
following faculties: historical-theoretical-composer, 
vocal, piano, orchestral with the department of 
national instruments and choral conducting faculty. 
Additionally, to create a Conservatory opera studio. 
2. The plan of admission to the first year of Alma-
Ata State Conservatory determine in the amount of 
150 people. /5, r.33/. «

The conservatory was set a number of tasks: the 
training of highly qualified musicians of different 
specialties, the implementation of scientific research 
and teaching work in sphere of Kazakh, Russian 
and foreign music; the preparation of scientific 
and pedagogical staff; improving the skills of 
professionals working in different branches of 
art and education; the dissemination of musical 
knowledge among workers.

The Conservatory was established on the basis of 
musical and choreographic complex, and its director 
I. Kruglyhin at the same time was appointed director 
of the Conservatory. The Conservatory started a 
lot of organizational work on creation of training 
programs, recruiting faculty, to recruiting students.

The first students of the conservatory were 
students of III and IV courses of Almaty music 
college, students of the Ural school of music, as well 
as the youth of the Opera and Philharmonic. All the 
students were provided with scholarships.

37 students were enrolled in the vocal department, 
14 – in the piano department, 11  – into the historical 
and theoretical department, 6 into theoretical-
composer department, 14 – into conductor-choral 
department, 2 – into strings departments, 3 – into the 
department of wind instruments, 5- into department 
of Kazakh national instruments[5, p.34 ].

At the beginning of its formation, the 
Conservatory has encountered great difficulties. 
The main ones were: the lack of adequate facilities, 
equipment, lack of musical instruments, the absence 
of the library needed music literature.

Soon Leningrad Conservatory contributed a gift 
of 3330 copies, and Moscow conservatory  – 5000 
copies of musical and musicological literature to 
Alma-Ata Conservatory.
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The Conservatory at that time had only ten 
classes and a small concert hall. Regular lessons 
started in the conservatory in November 1944.

It was the beginning of higher music education 
in Kazakhstan.

Many teachers after the end of World War 
II returned to their homeland, and Kazakh State 
Conservatory had a great need for teachers. Other 
teachers were invited instead of those who left.

Several Kazakhstan arts colleges were also 
involved in the training of music staff. Musical-
pedagogical department was opened in Alma-Ata 
Women’s Pedagogical Institute in 1960, and it 
carried out the training of teachers of singing and 
music for Kazakh schools. In 1967, the Institute of 
Music and the Faculty of Education with four chairs 
were opened, such as history and music theory (Head 
of the Department, senior lecturer O. Baydildaev); 
choral conducting (Head of Department, senior 
lecturer I. Kisilevsky); Music Education (Head 
of the Department, senior lecturer M.Chumak); 
Musical Instruments (Head of Department, senior 
lecturer M. Baltabaev).

In the following years several educational 
institutions with music faculties and departments of 
music were opened in Kazakhstan.

Discussions

This article describes the main directions of 
development of musical education in Kazakhstan, 
from the point of view of the author. The history of 
the development of music education in the Soviet 
period can be discuss and continue the story of the 
formation and development of music education not 
only in Kazakhstan but also in the CIS countries.

Conclusion

Thus, from the foregoing it is clear that the 
establishment and development of music education 
in Kazakhstan has been associated with the 
development of political, economic and cultural life 
of the country. Each link in this system specifically 
train future musicians, teachers and experts in the 
field of music art.

 At the present stage, the system of music 
education in the country is preserved, but it is being 
developed and improved in line with the reforms 
that are taking place in the system of education of 
Kazakhstan, in connection with the entry into the 
world educational space and taking into account the 
processes of globalization.
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